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SENDAI: Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda (right) speaks with President of European Central Bank
Mario Draghi prior to a symposium in Sendai, northern Japan in this May 20, 2016 file photo. —AP

Ukraine CB warns of 
risks of straying 

from IMF path
KIEV: Ukraine risks damaging its reputation and econom-
ic stability if it fails to keep up with a $17.5 billion bailout
program from the International Monetary Fund, the cen-
tral bank said yesterday.

The loans have helped Ukraine pull itself out of two
years of economic recession caused by a separatist con-
flict in its industrial east. But a third tranche of cash from
the Fund has been delayed since October due to political
upheaval. “A return to full cooperation with the IMF ... is a
critically important precondition for Ukraine’s macroeco-
nomic and financial stability. Any delay in implementing
the (IMF) program creates significant reputational risks,”
the bank said in a report. Months of political infighting
held up IMF-backed legislative changes aimed at limiting
the power of vested interests and modernising the econo-
my. Ukraine’s Western backers are waiting to see if the
new government of Prime Minister Volodymyr Groysman
has the will and clout to push through the reforms.

Central bank chief Valeriia Gontareva said Ukraine had
emerged from the worst of an economic crisis that saw
inflation hit over 60 percent last year and the national
hryvnia currency slump 50 percent, but warned that the
recovery was still fragile.

“The Ukrainian financial system remains vulnerable to
external shocks and internal risks,” she said at a briefing,
where she presented the report. An IMF mission visited in
May for talks on a new memorandum, which is still being
drafted, and the Fund is expected to decide on disbursing
new aid in July. The central bank said it does not expect
much hryvnia volatility in the second half of 2016 provid-
ed Ukraine continues working with the IMF and there is
no surge in violence in separatist eastern territory.

A sharp fall in inflation in recent months and relative
hryvnia stability has allowed the bank to ease mone-
tary policy. It has cut the main interest rate for two
months in row and on Wednesday loosened a number
of currency controls to improve the business and
investment climate. —Agencies

BRUSSELS: European Central Bank
President Mario Draghi is calling on
governments to do more to make their
economies more competitive and cre-
ate jobs as the region’s aging popula-
tion weighs on labor markets. The
economy of the 19-country eurozone
has struggled to gain traction despite
the ECB’s efforts to stimulate it with a
raft of measures, which have ranged
from cutting interest rates to injecting
hundreds of billions of euros into the
financial system.

Draghi told finance and banking
experts at the Brussels Economic
Forum yesterday that the eurozone
could not rely solely on the central
bank’s efforts and needs more action
from governments.

“The cost of delay is simply too
high,” he said in a speech. He said that
while structural reforms - such as cut-
ting red tape and making labor mar-
kets more flexible - can be politically
difficult, they are essential to boost
growth and lower unemployment.

Draghi called for a particular focus
on the long-term jobless.
Unemployment in the eurozone was
at 10.2 percent at last count. The per-
centage of people who have been
looking for a job for more than 12
months was at 5.5 percent in 2015,
well above the 2.9 percent in 2008,
according to statistics agency Eurostat.

Draghi pointed to reforms in
Portugal that reduced unemployment
by about 3 percentage points from
2011 to 2014. He underlined that it is
important not just to get people into
jobs but to increase the size of the
workforce, amid forecasts that

Europe’s working age population will
start to decline in the next decade. 

German exports stagnate 
Meanwhile  German exports were

unchanged in April while imports
slowed slightly as Europe’s strongest
economy showed signs of stagnation.
The Federal Statistical Office said  yes-
terday that adjusted for calendar and
seasonal factors, Germany exported
101.3 billion euros ($115.3 billion)of
goods in April,  unchanged from
March, and imported goods worth
77.4 billion euros, down 0.2 percent on
the previous month. Germany’s adjust-
ed trade surplus was 24 billion euros.

Compared to April 2015, exports to
European Union countries rose 7.3
percent while exports from other
countries dropped 0.7 percent.
Imports from EU countries rose 2 per-
cent, while falling 3.8 percent from
elsewhere.

ING-DiBa analyst Carsten Brzeski
says after strong first quarter growth,
“all hard data for April was weaker
than in the first quarter and GDP
growth looks set for a slowdown.

Germany’s economy minister urged
yesterday the EU to shield its key
industries from foreign investors after
Chinese appliance giant Midea made a
controversial bid for German robotics
group Kuka. Sigmar Gabriel, who is
also vice chancellor, has recently
expressed his disapproval of Midea’s
takeover bid.

Writing a guest editorial for today’s
edition of business weekly
WirtschaftsWoche, Gabriel said the EU
should be protective of not only its

security and defence sectors. “We
should discuss whether we should also
take into consideration the industrial
interests of the EU vis-a-vis those of
investors, for sectors that are strategic
for the future of the European econo-
my,” he wrote.

“The areas where the seeds of pros-
perity and value creation of tomorrow
are sown have changed. We must take
this change into account,” argued the
centre-left Social Democrat. Chinese
appliance giant Midea-best known for
its washing machines and air condi-
tioners-last month launched a
takeover offer for Kuka. It is seeking at
least a 30 percent stake in a deal that
values Kuka at 4.6 billion euros ($5.2
billion). Midea already holds a 13.5
percent stake in Kuka.

In what appeared to be a veiled
attack at China, whose state-run enter-
prises have been going on a shopping
spree in Europe, Gabriel wrote that
“we have to ask ourselves seriously
whether we want investors from third
countries who move into our market
economy using state resources.”

“I am not ready to sacrifice jobs and
companies on the altar of an open
European market,” he added.

During a press conference on
Wednesday, Gabriel had criticized
investments made by “companies
from countries that have not even
themselves opened their markets”, in a
direct attack at China.

Gabriel’s comments come just
ahead of Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
visit on Sunday to Beijing. The German
leader has so far not commented on
the Kuka case. —Agencies

Governments must act to 
help economy: Draghi

German exports stagnate as imports slow

New Zealand leaves 
rates at record low

WELLINGTON: New Zealand’s central bank left interest rates
at a record low of 2.25 percent yesterday although analysts
predicted there could be further cuts if inflation does not rise.
The Reserve Bank of New Zealand has lowered its benchmark
rate five times in the past year but cited Auckland’s red-hot
housing market as a reason for staying put in June.

Governor Graeme Wheeler warned more cuts were on the
table though if inflation failed to reach the 1.0 to 3.0 percent
target. “Further policy easing may be required to ensure that
future average inflation settles near the middle of the target
range,” he said in a statement.

Inflation was just 0.4 percent in the year to March 31 and
has been below the bank’s target for more than 18 months.
Economists said the central bank avoided a rate reduction
this month because it wanted to see fresh data on the cost
of living, which is due out in July. They said it also feared fur-
ther stoking Auckland’s housing market, which has been
booming in recent years. The Reserve Bank said in the state-
ment that house price inflation could “add to financial sta-
bility concerns”.

But economists said more tepid inflation figures next
month would force a move. “The major concern for the
RBNZ continues to be worryingly low inflation,” IG Markets
analyst Angus Nicholson said, tipping a rate cut to 2.0 per-
cent in August. Capital Economics, an independent fore-
casters, agreed and said further action could be needed if
slower-than-expected economic growth kept inflation in
the doldrums.

“It may even be the case that the RBNZ will yet reduce
interest rates to 1.75 percent,” chief economist Paul Dales
said. The New Zealand dollar rose 0.75 US cents to 70.90 US
cents after the announcement. —AFP


